
LIVE IN CONCERT!®
No other technology brings you the
sound of live music more accurately
than digital audio. Optimus compact
disc players make the most of this
technology, delivering the full audio
spectrum with richness and clarity.
And, they offer the latest features to
enhance your listening enjoyment.
Whatever your music, choose
Optimus for great performances.

F.IF. I.
OVERSAMPLING. "Rechecks" the digital
information on a disc to ensure accuracy.
INTRO SCAN. Provides 10 -second "preview"
of tracks.

RANDOM PLAY. Randomly selects (shuffles)
track order for variety.
AUTO EDIT. Programs maximum number
of tracks to fit a cassette for recording.
AUTO SPACE. Inserts a 3 -second blank
space between tracks on a tape.
AUTO -SEARCH. Locates previous/next
track at the touch of a button.
AUDIBLE SEARCH. High-speed forward/
reverse search helps find a desired section
of the music.
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NEW! Optimus CD -6220 5 -Disc Front -Loading Carousel Changer. Enjoy hours o uni errup e
digital stereo! Play up to five CDs in sequence, program up to 32 selections in any order or choose
random play for variety. Replay one or all discs, your programmed tracks, a single track or a
segment of a disc with 5 -way repeat. Features intro scan, auto space, auto -search and audible
search, plus a '/4" headphone jack with volume control. Eight -times oversampling ensures brilliant
live -concert sound. 3" CD compatible. Remote requires 2 "AA" batteries. (TSP) 42-5024, 229.95
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NEW! Optimus CD -6130 5 -Disc Top -Loading Carousel Changer. Top -loading design lets you
easily view disc titles and add or remove discs without interrupting play. You can play up to five
CDs in sequence, program up to 32 selections in any order, repeat one/all discs or your
programmed tracks, even vary the concert with random play. Features intro scan, auto -search
and audible search, plus 8 -times oversampling for pure, dynamic sound. 3" CD compatible.
Remote requires 2 "AA" batteries. (TSP) 42.5025 219.95
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(1) Optimus CD -1660. Superb sound, real conve-
nience. Program your selections and see up to 16
track numbers on the music calendar. Repeat your
program, a track or the disc, even replay a segment
with A- B repeat. Has random play, intro scan,
auto -space, auto -search and audible search, plus a
1/4" headphone jack with volume control. Eight -
times oversampling. 3" CD compatible. Remote re-
quires 2 "AA" batteries. (TSP)
42-5031 179.95
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(2) Optimus CD -1760. Enjoytop performance and an
array of outstanding features. You get 32 -track pro-
grammable memory and a 20 -track music calendar
display, 3 -way track/disc/memory repeat, random
play to shuffle selections, auto edit for easy dubbing,
auto -space, auto -search and audible search.
Eight -times oversampling. Has 1/4" headphone jack
with volume control. 3" CD compatible. Remote
requires 2 "AAA" batteries. (TSP)
42-5030 179.95
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(3) NEW! Optimus CD -2470. Even our lowest priced
player offers 8 -times oversampling for sound that's
faithful to the live performance. It's full -featured,
too, with 16 -track programmable memory, 3 -way
program/track/disc repeat, random play to shuffle
selections, and auto -space for dubbing personal
CDs to cassettes. Auto -search and audible search
help find desired tracks fast. With 1/4" headphone
jack. 3" CD compatible. Remote requires 2 "AAA"
batteries. (TSP) 42-5032 159.95

44 SEE PAGE 63 FOR OUR PERFORMANCE -BOOSTING CD ACCESSORIES


